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Core Objectives:
 We are committed to delivering projects and services
with utmost sincerity and responsibility in order to
meet the requirements of our client’s as well as their
customers’, while managing the social and
environmental aspects of the business.

CORPORATE PROFILE
Mirador was established in the year 1990. Since its inception, Mirador has
increased its activities through diversification in various fields and was
incorporated into a private limited concern in the year 1994.
Our major areas of expertise are:
INDUSTRY

RESOURCES

SCOPE OF WORK

Power

Oil & Gas

Scaffolding

Commercial

Petrochemical

Insulation

& Industrial Structure

Painting
Manpower Supply

Mirador plays the role of taking up sub contracts on Lump Sum basis or on unit
rate of Man Hour basis for the above mentioned fields.
Our team of experienced Supervisors and Skilled Technicians play a major role
in providing quality job within stipulated time frame. Our flexibility in work
approach has enabled us to work as per the specific requirements of various
projects.
Our workers have tremendous dedication and professionalism in getting every
job done well the first time, every time. As a meticulous service provider, we
always do our best to ensure our clients come away with a smile that reflects
their consummate satisfaction.

REGIONAL OFFICES
Mirador has been established in Asia for almost
two decades and currently has operating offices
in 5 countries which support various projects in
the regions.

Singapore
Oil & Gas | General Construction
Recruitment Agency

Thailand
Catering Services

Myanmar
Manpower Supply /
Pipeline Project

India
Recruitment & Testing Centre

Oman
Recruitment Agency

CAPABILITIES
Scaffolding Services
Mirador Building Contractor capabilities include scaffold erection, modification &
dismantling of scaffold design for access and formworks. We also carry out
subcontract works, provide quality scaffold manpower supply, and scaffold
material hire / sale. We have always taken pride in customer satisfaction so jobs
are overseen by one project manager from start to finish, ensuring a consistent
point of contact. We offer a wealth of knowledge, experience and expertise
associated with access provisions whilst providing excellent customer service.
Our 15 years of service and commitment are demonstrated by our highly
qualified, loyal management and labour force by finding innovative, cost-effective
access solutions. We build relationships based upon integrity and quality so that
customers can trust our work and are confident that we can deliver what we
promise.

Key Projects:
SPT PROJECT, Jurong Island

CCDS PROJECT

Insulation
Mirador is also a major insulation solution
provider. We carry out subcontract works
and provide manpower supply and to our
client’s insulation needs. In Mirador, we
value skills and experience in our
workforce in order to maintain our aim to
become primary provider of competitive,
efficient and reliable resources. Our
workers possess an extensive knowledge of
metal fabrication and installation works
done in hot / cold thermal insulation works
and metal fabrication works for pipes, pipe
fitting, equipment tanks, exchanger, vessel,
tower etc. Mirador is also very experienced
in managing team of workers to complete
specific task effectively and efficiently in
diligent manner.

Painting
Mirador Building Contractor provides painting manpower supply and
subcontract works. We offer complete painting solutions to our clients. Our
team of experienced tradesmen allow us to carry out common specific task
independently by taking advantage of the available resources we have at our
disposal and the understanding of our clients’ needs. Mirador has built an
efficient, high value painting business that will easily exceed the expectations of
even the most sceptical facility administrators. All work is performed by
experienced personnel accustomed to working with demanding deadlines,
complex coatings and lining systems in difficult and hostile environment.

Key Projects:
SPT PROJECT, Jurong Island

CCDS Project

Manpower Supply / Employment
Agency:
With more than 2000 workers
deployed in Myanmar & Singapore,
Mirador provides professional on time manpower supply to Process
Maintenance, Building Construction
in the Oil and Gas Industry. We
recognize that our workers are
critical to your ability to meet your
logistics, production and distribution
schedules, quality standards and
customer satisfaction. Therefore, we
ensure that our workers meet the
highest standards.

Clientele:

Contact Us:
Mirador Building Contractor Pte Ltd
123 Tyrwhitt Road
Singapore 207549
Tel: +65-62982205
Fax: +65-67413427
Email Id: contactus@miradorbcpl.com
Our Associated Companies:

PM & I Pte Ltd
Golden Light House Engineering Pte Ltd
Mirador Engineering & Technology Pte Ltd
123 Tyrwhitt Road
Singapore 207549
Tel: +65-62982205
Fax: +65-67413427
Email Id: contactus@pmisg.sg
Email Id: contactus@goldenlighthouse.com

